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Abstract— The widespread use of unlicensed UAVs has been
posing serious safety and security concerns, e.g., the risk of overflying restricted airspaces, such as airports. Therefore, there is
a need for the neutralisation of rogue UAVs that are found
violating airspace restrictions. This paper proposes a solution
for neutralising non-cooperative UAVs based on high-speed
interception using another UAV. The task of intercepting a noncooperative Target while minimising the time to interception is
challenging, as it demands both Target tracking while pushing
the actuation envelope of the Interceptor to its limits. We
approach this problem using a navigation, guidance and control
architecture. For navigation, we use a Kalman Filter, in order
to estimate both the Target and Interceptor’s relevant states.
For guidance, we adopt a Proportional Navigation control
method, feeding the desired references into a Thrust Vectoring
Controller algorithm. The proposed solution was validated
using a real UAV intercepting virtual Targets and quantitatively
evaluated using a precise Motion Capture System.

I. INTRODUCTION
Due to the increasing number of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) users, these are gradually becoming an increasing
threat to the Public Safety. Learning to operate a small
scale UAV only takes a few hours, imposing the risk that
novice operators are not sufficiently aware of the airspace
regulations. Threats can range from uninformed amateur operators breaching restricted airspaces, to deliberately planned
breaches with the intent of causing harm.
Several solutions already exist to cope with this problem:
a jammer system [1], an Octocopter carrying a large net [2],
a ground-based net launcher [3]. Ultimately, none of these
solutions is autonomous, since they still rely on human skill.
Autonomous solutions are expected to be more efficient,
reproducible, and cost-efficient. Moreover, a better solution
should be able to deploy in a wide range of airspaces,
therefore, not relying on countermeasures which could affect
other lawful air traffic, e.g. using electromagnetic waves.
A. Problem Statement
This paper goal is to develop an UAV Interceptor, I,
capable of detecting and intercepting the threatening UAV
Target, T , in order to neutralise it. The interception should
occur using the onboard Flight Controller, Sensors and
Actuators of I in Real-Time. This paper also approaches the
problem where the goal is to reduce the distance between
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I and T , controlling I, minimising the trajectory time and
maximising speed, so as to provoke maximum damage to T .
B. State-of-the-Art
Guidance Navigation and Control [4], are functions
that: define the future desired state; determine the current
estimated state from the measured state; and derive control
commands to match the current estimated state with the desired state, respectively. For a pursuit mission, the Guidance
and Navigation execution is swapped: given the state from
the Navigation, the Guidance will produce a reference.
Navigation: For the state estimation of the UAV, a Particle
Filter (PF) method is a possibility [5]. Its main benefit is
that no linearisation is needed at the expense of increased
required computational power. For systems in which computational power is a scarce resource, an efficient solution is the
Extended Kalman Filter (EKF). EKF solutions are already
being used commercially [6], with new methods arising such
as [7]. Nevertheless, the EKF has the constraint that it is
not optimal for non-linear systems and there is no stability
guarantee. If the initial state estimate is not correct, the filter
can diverge, by underestimating the covariance matrices [8].
Having stated this, the extended Kalman filter can give a
reasonable performance and is arguably the de facto standard
in autonomous aeronautical navigation.
Guidance: Air-to-air interception problems were firstly
considered when deriving methods for Homing Missile
Systems, self-propelled missiles guided while on flight.
One widely implemented Guidance System is Proportional
Navigation (PN) [9]. The reliable and robust PN methods
are still nowadays used for such missile applications [10].
Augmented Proportional Navigation (APN), a derivative of
PN, includes the Target acceleration information, in order
to allow interception of manoeuvring Targets [11]. However,
the acceleration estimation will induce delay, and amplify
measurement noise, leading to a drop in the accuracy of the
output, potentially performing worse under uncertainty [12].
Other, more recent techniques can be implemented. Using Pontryagin’s minimum principle [13] or polynomial
restricted trajectories [14], interception trajectories are generated. However, these do not consider unpredictable Targets,
as they assume model knowledge. Game Theory has also
been considered regarding the Single-Pursuer Single-Evader
problem (SPSE) [15], possibly being adapted to UAVs such
as performed in [16], in simulation. In the research conducted
by [17], it has been shown that the solution of the SPSE
problem equals the output of PN under the conditions:

constant flow of Target position; linear dynamics; defined
final time; small deviations from zero; unbounded actuation.
The fact that PN is proven robust and still used nowadays,
the previous statement gives it a strong edge.
Control: UAV systems are often controlled using PID
controllers [18]–[20], where dynamic characteristics of the
quadrotor are disregarded, rejecting the disturbances with an
error integral term. As the gains are fixed, it lacks robustness
against external disturbances and nonlinear dynamics [21].
The Feedback Linearization and Integral-Backstepping
techniques have been also implemented. as in [22], [23], taking in factors such as dynamic effects. However, linearized
systems are only valid for conditions near hover state.
In Model Predictive Control solutions [24]–[26] both the
Guidance and Navigation portion of the problem can be incorporated. MPC algorithms can however be computationally
intractable on the embedded hardware typically available for
UAVs, and usually use simplifications such as linearisation
[24], or offline simulation computations [25], [26].
Finally, in [27]–[29], where Thrust Vectoring Control
(TVC) is applied, the non-linearities, dynamic effects, and
other disturbances such as wind, can be considered in a
computationally lightweight manner. It even improves the
image quality for any type of sensing system [21]. In [29],
it is proven that TVC results in a faster response than
classic PID’s, by considering aerodynamics effects directly
and direct actuation control.
The TVC is therefore a compromise between fidelity of the
UAV model and computation complexity of the algorithm.
C. Contributions
This paper will approach the entire Navigation, Guidance
and Control process. Firstly, an EKF will estimate the
relevant Interceptor and Target states. Then, the PN algorithm
will be adapted, adjusting to the UAV specific dynamics. A
TVC will make sure that the UAV follows reference commands, while maintaining independent yaw control, allowing
camera tracking. Finally, experimental results are acquired.
D. Outline
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
In Section II the System Architecture will be presented
revealing the inner workings of the System. In Section
III the EKF, PN and TVC algorithms will be explored,
providing definitions and improvements towards Literature.
The experimental results obtained using the Motion Capture
System will be exposed and analysed in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions will be drawn in V.

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The general System Architecture can be seen in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1: General System Architecture

The paper algorithms are in the “GNC Algorithm” block.
The “Tracking” block obtains an estimation of the relative
Target’s position, not in this scope. The “Flight Controller”
adopted is the INAV, which converts the GNC commands
into motor input, available open-source [30]. In Figure 2 the
GNC Architecture is exposed, where each block element runs
an independent algorithm explored further in detail.
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Fig. 2: NGC Sub-System Architecture

The position and velocity of the Interceptor and Target
w.r.t. the inertial frame are pI , vI and pT , vT . The Euler
angles φI , θI , ψI w.r.t the inertial frame are bundled into ΘI ,
with qI the same in quaternion units. Finally, ω I denotes the
Interceptor’s angular velocity w.r.t. the body-fixed frame
III. APPROACH
A. Navigation - Extended Kalman Filter
The State model of the EKF is based on the Newton-Euler
equations given by [31], modified to use the Pulse Width
Modulation (PWM) instead of rotor angular velocity, since
PWM is available. The State model is
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where T and τ define the thrust and torque generated by
the motors applied in the body-fixed frame, m and J the
Interceptor’s mass and inertia matrix, and g the gravity
vector. Using [32] and parametric fitting from data of the
Interceptor UAV, we have Ti = CT ui and τzi = CM ui , with
CT and CM the adapted thrust and momentum constants,
where input u is a linear function of the PWM value. The
thrust and torque are defined as
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where lx , ly are the motor’s distance to the rotation center.
In the Measurement model of the EKF, the measurements
Θ̂I , p̂I , v̂I , ω̂I are given by the onboard “Flight Controller”

block, and the measurement p̂r is given by the “Tracking”
block, which relate to the considered states as
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C. Control - Thrust Vectoring Controller
The Thrust Vectoring Controller (TVC) law implemented
is derived from [29], where we ignore the wind velocity. For
the Drag terms, a Lumped Drag coefficient including Blade
Flapping, and Induced Drag is used, as it is relevant for
all speeds. Contrarily to [29] Parasitic Drag term cannot be
neglected because it is relevant for velocities above 10[m/s]
[33], above the target of the overall project. The TVC
Equation is thus
Z ∆t
ep dt + kv ◦ ev + ka ◦ ea +
FT = kp ◦ ep + kpi ◦
0

mg + maP N + T Abla v + Kpar kvI k vI , (8)

B. Guidance - Proportional Navigation
Proportional Navigation is a Guidance law in which the
Interceptor is commanded to turn at a rate proportional to
the angular velocity of the line-of-sight line [9], Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Proportional Navigation schematics

The desired Interceptor’s acceleration is defined such that
it is proportional and perpendicular to its current velocity as
aP N = NP N vI × ω LOS ,

(4)

where NP N is the PN constant, vI is the Interceptor’s
velocity, and ω LOS is the line-of-sight rate defined as
ω LOS =

rLOS × vr
,
rLOS · rLOS

(5)

where vr = vT −vI is the relative velocity of the Target w.r.t
the Interceptor in the Inertial reference frame, and rLOS =
pT − pI is the relative position vector. The vector cross
product is defined by ×.
In Missile Guidance Systems, defining the desired velocity
is not an issue due to its dynamics where the acceleration
commands change the velocity direction by default. However
in an UAV System, the velocity direction needs to be defined.
Therefore, to maintain consistency between a missile and the
UAV model we define the desired Interceptor’s velocity as
vP Nk = VP N

vP Nk−1 + ∆taP Nk−1
,
vP Nk−1 + ∆taP Nk−1

Considering the matrix rotation R = Rz (ψ)Ry (θ)Rx (φ),
one can obtain the desired Euler angles. The Thrust will
be defined as to fulfil the z-component of the TVC under
inclination, which differs from [29], showing better results.
The desired outputs are defined in Equation (10).


 
φcmd
tan−1 (R√
32 /R33 )
 θcmd  = tan−1 (−R31 / R32 + R33 )
(10)
FTz /(cos φI cos θI )
Tcmd
Because the UAV has 4DOF, the desirable yaw angle, ψcmd ,
is independent and controlled via a PID controller. During
interception stage there is no position control, thus ep = 0.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To validate the proposed solution, the interception strategy
proposed has been tested using virtual Targets in the Intelligent Robots and System Lab, at Instituto Superior Técnico,
Lisboa 3 . Due to the Lab’s reduced dimensions, high speeds
manoeuvres were unfortunately not feasible.

(6)

where the initial velocity is defined using
rLOS0
rLOS0
+ vT0 ⇒ vP N0 = b
+ v T0 ,
krLOS0 k
krLOS0 k
(7)
where VP N is fixed, and should be higher than kvT k. The
b constant can be easily calculated, using the solution for a
second degree equation.
VP N = b

where ◦ represents the Hadamard product, necessary due
to the difference in dynamics between the axis, demanding
different gains. The constants kp , kpi , kv , and ka represent
the gains of the position, position integral, velocity and
acceleration error; ep , ev , and ea represent the respective
errors; Abla is the blade flapping coefficient matrix; and
Kpar is the parasitic drag coefficient. All the variables are
defined w.r.t. the inertial reference frame.
The desired set of body axes, can be defined using the
Thrust vector and the yaw angle, ψI , as shown in [29]. The
result can be displayed in a rotation matrix in the form


B
R = xB
(9)
ycmd
zB
cmd
cmd .

A. Testbed
The System is based on a Robocat 270mm Racing Quadcopter UAV frame; a Matek F722-STD performing angle and
thrust Control; a Raspberry Pi 3 B+ running ROS, executing
the interfaces and algorithms. Details can be seen in Figure 4,
where the interfaces and algorithms were thoroughly profiled.
3 www.isr.tecnico.ulisboa.pt
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B. Trajectories
The interception starts from the hover state and is considered to end, once the Interceptor is at a radius of kpr k <
30[cm] of the Target and kpr k has an inflexion point. The
results will be evaluated for interception accuracy, velocity
and robustness, through different trajectories.

1) Line Trajectory: velocity 1 [m/s]. PN should predict
the path performing small adjustments.
2) Circle Trajectory: velocity 0.5 [m/s], radius 0.5 [m].
Defies the PN, as it does not consider acceleration.
3) Random Trajectory: random direction of velocity at
velocity 0.4 [m/s]. Evaluates response to uncertainty.
Multiple Sets of several trials from different initial positions
were recorded.
C. Navigation - Extended Kalman Filter
For Navigation, we present results for the Circle Trajectory, as it is the one that poses more challenges to the model
assumed in the EKF, which is constant acceleration.
The position results are depicted in Figure 5, where we
show that the position is correctly estimated. The Input noise
is attenuated, with the estimated error mostly smaller than
the noisy input error.
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Fig. 5: Target Position and Position Error

In Figure 6, we show that the acceleration and velocity
have increasing delays as a compromise between the model
and reality because the trajectory deviates from the EKF
assumed model.
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Fig. 6: Target Velocity and Acceleration

D. Guidance - Proportional Navigation
The PN results can be viewed in detail in Figures 8 to 22,
where the typical interception paths can be viewed, alongside
distance, velocity, acceleration, and the interception error.
Interception paths: in Figures 8, 13, 18, one can clearly
distinguish the case where there is acceleration involved to
where there is not. In the Line Trajectory, the Interceptor
chooses right along the shortest interception path, and performs adjustments according to disturbances. In the Circle
Trajectory, the Target fools the Interceptor, which has to
do aggressive curves to intercept, which clearly is not the
shortest route, but the one predicted considering the currently
available data. The Figures include a 10[cm] radius circle
around the interception point for readability.
Distance to Target: in Figures 9, 14, 19, the initial
behaviour observed is a delay in the beginning, due to
the starting hover position. Also, the slope of the distance
decreases according to the relative velocity w.r.t the Target. In
the Circle Trajectory, due to aggressive Target manoeuvres,

there are periods where the distance actually increases. One
can note that for initial position C, there is a trial with a
second interception, more successful that the remaining ones.
Velocity: in Figures 10, 15, 20, we show that despite
the commanded velocity being 1[m/s] for all Trajectories,
oscillations occur due to the acceleration effects of the PN
algorithm. The biggest disturbances are located closer to
the Target, because the PN algorithm output is proportional
to ωLOS , which, for the same linear velocity disturbance,
increases with distance. Impact velocities are usually higher
than the specified 1[m/s].
Acceleration: in Figures 11, 16, 21, disregarding the
initial acceleration due to the transitory state, we observe
the same behaviours as for the velocity. In Line Trajectories,
even with a correctly predicted interception path, a small
error near Target can produce an acceleration of 4[m/s]. For
the Circle trajectory, it can be as high as 6[m/s], which is
extremely aggressive for our Lab’s reduced dimensions.
Interception Error: in Figures 12, 17, 22, we see the
Circle Trajectory error is the highest, followed by the Random and Line trajectories. The results validate the approach
because, even due to high Target accelerations, the Interceptor is still capable of obtaining a reasonable interception
distance. The algorithm is very precise for trajectories which
do not contained acceleration, with maximum error under
10[cm]. The error n the z-axis is always the smallest, as the
Target height does not change.
Although not shown here, it was also verified that the error
increases with the increase of noise in Target position.
E. Control - Thrust Vectoring Controller
Our main focus is to question if the changes made to the
original TVC [29] deteriorate the overall solution, because
position error is not used during the interception stage.
As one can see in Figures 10, 15, 20, the velocity stabilises
around the 1[m/s] reference, with oscillations already mentioned due to the acceleration commands. Moreover, during
the transition to interception, maintaining height is not a
problem because the UAV departed from a hover state and
maintains pre-existent position integral error. Naturally, gains
could be tuned, and a solution is already being developed.
In Figure 7, one can observe the Yaw control for the worst
case Circle trajectory. The yaw gains were set very low,
and consequently create high delay, because safe landing
after interception was a concern. These results are within
acceptable Field of View range, and even though the design
parameters were hand-tuned.

Fig. 7: Yaw Angle control for Circle Trajectory.
Color bands represent a Field of View of ±30◦ and ±45◦

1) Line Trajectory:

2) Circle Trajectory:

3) Random Trajectory:

Fig. 8: Line - Interception path

Fig. 13: Circle - Interception path

Fig. 18: Random - Interception path

Fig. 9: Line - Distance to Target

Fig. 14: Circle - Distance to Target

Fig. 19: Random - Distance to Target

Fig. 10: Line - Interceptor Velocity

Fig. 15: Circle - Interceptor Velocity

Fig. 20: Random - Interceptor Velocity

Fig. 11: Line - Interceptor Acceleration

Fig. 16: Circle - Interceptor Acceleration

Fig. 21: Random - Interceptor Acceleration

Fig. 12: Line - Interception Error

Fig. 17: Circle - Interception Error

Fig. 22: Random - Interception Error

V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a solution for the interception of a
non-cooperative Target drone by an autonomous UAV, where
relative position of the Target UAV are fed to the Interceptor
UAV. The solution has shown good results, even when
subjected to an aggressive manoeuvring escaping Target.
Firstly, it was shown that a classic PN Missile Guidance
System method can be successfully adapted to UAVs using
small changes to the Literature solutions, mimicking the
Missile Model. The Interceptor UAV can therefore correct
its path and predict the Target’s future path to minimize
interception time, according to the current information.
Then, to estimate the Interceptor and Target’s states, an
EKF was developed where it was shown that the position,
velocity and acceleration states can be successfully estimated
from the Target’s relative position. However, the results show
that the velocity and acceleration estimation highly depends
on the chosen Target’s Model accuracy.
Finally, it has been shown that in the absence of position
commands during the interception stage, the implemented
adapted TVC is still capable of following references correctly. Moreover, the TVC improved greatly height control.
It was also shown that the yaw control can be considered
independent, leaving it as an extra degree of freedom. Eventually, this could be used to position a camera that captures
images, autonomously obtaining the Target’s position.
A. Future Work
The presented algorithms should be tested further to understand the minimum requirements that a Tracking strategy
would impose, by including delay and increase the noise.
Moreover, the solution presented should be tested outdoors, subjected to wind perturbation, using GNSS methods, instead of the Motion Capture System. For validation
purposes, an RTK GPS solution is advised.
For the Navigation, an Interactive Multiple Model solution
could be developed, to combat the shortcomings of the EKF,
where an incorrect model can damage the results.
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